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ABOUT US 

Henshaw’s humble beginnings started in 1974, 
founded in the heart of Somerset in the UK. 
Henshaw has a history of building the world’s 
highest quality inflatables. With 50 years in 
the business, you could say we know a thing 
or two. We have worked on bespoke projects 
for movies and TV, provided projects to 
governments and defence agencies globally, 
and will offer custom and bespoke solutions to 
both the leisure and commercial markets. Our 
team continues to grow and as we look forward 
to many more years to come.

Our history

At Henshaw we strive to give you a seamless service. We provide repairs, fittings, brand new and 
bespoke products to meet all your needs. We build and manufacture to your detailed specification, 
and work closely with you to ensure we deliver the highest quality work. All our work is carried out 
at our Wincanton factory. The Sales, design and production team are all situated together meaning 
you’re always guaranteed to get the very best customer service. 

The future looks bright as we head into our 50th 
year in 2024! The team continues to expand, 
and the success of our brand and our products 
continue to thrive worldwide. Diversification 
continues as we branch out from our core 
products of inflatables and offer a wider range 
of products from foam construct stern fenders 
and collars, to hybrid builds, PU sprayed 
products, and a vast array of drop stitch options. 
New technologies, such as 3d scanning allows 
us to capture more integral information in the 
field and back at HQ, while customer service, 
quality, and excellence remain at the forefront 
of what we deliver.

NEW IN

SHAW 400 

September 2023 saw the release of a brand-new product, designed and built in house, Shaw400. 

This fully inflatable 4m tender is built to be lightweight, streamlined, balanced, quick, aesthetically 
beautiful, and fully stowable. The Shaw400 was a Henshaw team creation, which started with the 
idea of being able to provide a tender which was both functional, exhilarating, able to be pushed to its 
limits, while remaining lightweight and compact. 

The Shaw 400 is capable of being housed in superyacht garages, the back of yacht decks, at home, 
transported in vehicles without the need for a trailer, and can be boxed and shipped worldwide with 
ease. 

The collar is constructed of Orca 866 Hypalon, and the colour choices can be customised to a 
customer’s request. The drop stitch deck is also supplied by Orca, the highest quality drop stitch. This 
gives the Shaw 400, stability while allowing flexibility, and comfort during your ride. The Shaw400 
made its debut at the Southampton International Boat Show and will be available for retail sale from 
January 2024. Pre orders are currently being taken. For more information reach out to the Henshaw 
Sales team



INFLATABLE COLLARS 

Our inflatable collars are hand made in the UK 
and designed with care. A retube will give your 
boat a fresh new look, making your boat look 
and feel brand new. 



INFLATABLE COLLARS 

We provide a 6-8-week lead time on our 
inflatable collars, this allows you to be out  on the 
water for as long as possible. 



INFLATABLE COLLARS 

Each collar is made to order, tailored 
to your specific requirements. 
Whether you need a specific colour, 
size, or additional features, our team 
will work closely with you to create a 
personalized solution that perfectly 
suits your vessel.

We offer every customer a 1-year build 
warranty and a 5-year fabric warranty.



INFLATABLE COLLARS 

Complex tubes are welcome at 
Henshaw. After 50 years of service 
in the marine industry, we not only 
have a large database of builds, but 
we now use 3d scanning to model 
tube against that hull not just the boat 



NEW TECHNOLOGY 

The incorporation of contemporary 3D technology 
has proven advantageous for the marine industry. 
Beyond facilitating precision and accuracy for any 
hull, it empowers us to customise templates and 
models to precisely match your boat. 

Our commitment to delivering a top-tier service To 
each customer, motivates us to treat each received 
boat as a unique construction, ensuring that it 
undergoes thorough scanning and treatment alike a 
new build.



Marine-grade foam tubes, once a 
staple of commercial and military 

vessels, are now emerging as the go-
to choice across a broad spectrum of 

marine industries. Renowned for their 
exceptional resilience in unforgiving 
environments, these foam tubes are 
revolutionizing the way boats and 

watercraft perform.

SOLID FOAM COLLARS 



Foam tubes have earned their reputation for longevity 
and unmatched durability. They are built to withstand 
years of rigorous use without compromising on 
performance. Their buoyancy and shock-absorbing 
properties significantly improve the safety of any 
watercraft.

SOLID FOAM COLLARS 



HYBRID COLLARS 
Our Hybrid Foam Collar combines the best of both 
worlds by fusing the buoyancy and impact-resistance of 
foam with the robustness of high-quality materials. This 
unique combination sets a new standard for marine 
safety.

Beyond its primary use in commercial and military 
vessels, the Hybrid Foam Collar is gaining popularity 
in recreational boating, watersports and offshore 
exploration. Made in-house these foam tubes can be 
manufactured to your specification and provide the 
protection and durability you would like.



All PU spraying is done on site by our 
fantastic team and we’re exceptionally 
lucky to have state of the art spraying 

facilities.
PU spraying is a great option that 
we’re able to offer our customers 
looking at wanting to add extra 
protection to their foam product with 

a polyurea spray. 

FOAM SPRAYED PRODUCTS 

Textured finish

Smooth finish



FOAM SPRAYED PRODUCTS 

Polyurea spray will make the  product 
extremely hard wearing and provides 
amazing longevity. We can manage the 
finish and the thickness of the spray to meet 
your products’ needs. It is most commonly 
finished in black, but PU paint is now also 
available at Henshaw’s for customers with a 
specific design in mind. PU paint in available 
in a variety of colours and finishes. 



FOAM SPRAYED PRODUCTS 

This particular model was sprayed with 
atextured spray finish giving it an industrial 
and robust style.



INFLATBLE FENDERS 

Crafted with precision and designed for the 
ultimate protection. It is the perfect solution for 
safeguarding your boat in style.

Now with a new range of fully customisable 
fenders! Made of the highest quality Orca 
Hypalon, available in a range of exciting colours.  
Our designers can incorporate your logos, boat 
name and unique patterns into your fender design 
to make you stand out in the harbour. 

INFLATABLE FENDERS 



INFLATBLE FENDERS 

INFLATABLE FENDERS 

Available in many shapes and sizes, 
Hypalon fenders are good quality that 

will last. 

Inflatable fenders are a perfect 
solution for any yacht that is 

compromised on space, as they 
can be flat packed and stored in any 

locker box. 



FOAM FENDERS

Beyond its functional excellence, foam fenders have been 
market leaders in yacht protection for years. A sleek yet simple 
way of encasing your stern in a durable defensive barrier 
against nieghbouring vessels.
Everything from the foam milling, shaping, sanding, spraying is 
all done in house. We also have the ability to manufacture the 
composite plates required, so it really is a one stop shop for all 
things fender related. 



SELF-RIGHTING BAGS 

Constructed from Hypalon fabric, 
self-righting bags are engineered to 
withstand various harsh conditions. 
This includes resistance to ultraviolet 
rays, saltwater, exposure to engine oil, 
and extreme temperature fluctuations. 
The use of high-quality materials 
is paramount to ensuring safety in 

situations where lives may be at risk.

Self-righting bags are used by many 
safety and rescue boats across the 
world but can be a great addition to 
any work or commercially used boats 
to provide an extra level of safety upon 

your craft. 



BESPOKE PROJECTS 

Sea pools and jet ski drop stich 
platforms available to fit all needs 
and wants. 

Custom inflatable toy products 
Henshaw Inflatables have a team of amazing design 
engineers and boat builders always eager and ready to 
explore new ideas. 



SEA POOLS 

To accommodate a great experience 
for you, our design team can make 
you a bespoke platform to fit all your 
requirements with a high degree of 
accuracy and precision. 

Available as modular or singular 
attachments. 

Immerse yourself in aquatic luxury 
with our Sea Pools. Imagine having 
your own private oasis, a tranquil 
sanctuary nestled on the waters 
edge, where the boundaries 
between land and sea blur, and 
relaxation reaches new depths. 
Discover the perfect blend of 
nature, design, and serenity with 
Sea Pools.



JET-SKI PLATFORMS 
Our Jet ski platforms provide safe and 
secure storage. They can be deflated to 
fit within the smallest of lockers. These 
platforms can be designed in a variety of 
different ways to suit the needs of you and 
your yacht.



INFLATABLE SLIDES 

The most exceptional method to create a memorable 
impact, a towering slide has evolved into the epitome of 
high-end superyacht entertainment. As providers of top-
tier yacht slides, we specialize in crafting and producing 
inventive solutions that seamlessly combine the thrill of use 
with effortless deployment.



RE-TUBE WORK 
Witness the transformation as we revive old tubes and bring them back to their former glory.



RE-TUBE WORK 



RE-TUBE WORK 



RE-TUBE WORK 



RE-TUBING PROCESS 
We pride ourselves in the fact that we care about are 
craftmanship and quality of our design and build. Here is 
an insight into how things are made at Henshaw. 



FOAM FENDER BUILD

6mm G10 Bottom Composite Plate

6mm G10 Top Composite Plate

PORT FENDER ISO VIEW

Stainless Steel Pin
- Fully Through Platform And Fender
- Externally Threaded At Top To Secure Into 
Socket

Black Dimple Anti-Slip Patch

'Top Hat' Securing Socket
- Internally Threaded To Secure Pin
- Bolted To Underside Of Composite Plate 

Webbing Loop Handle
- 2 Per Fender

Stainless Steel Sleeve
- To Be Fitted Into Platform

THIS DRAWING AND THE COPYRIGHT THERIN IS THE PROPERTY OF HENSHAW
INFLATABLES LIMITED AND NEITHER THE DRAWING NOR ANY SUBSTANTIAL

PART THEREOF MAY BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT PRIOR PERMISSION.
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We think it is important that you, the customer, are kept up 
to date with your projects, so therefore we wanted to show 
you the behind the scenes of the process of manufacturing 
a foam fender. 



PART SUPPLIERS

Here at Henshaw, we have an entire stores 
department dedicated to stocking a variety 
of different parts and accessories ready for 
immediate dispatch. We work with trusted 
partners to offer our customers the very best 
products on the market. As specialists in marine 
products and technology, we pride ourselves 
in only using the very best that the sector has 
to offer. We can take orders in person, over the 
phone or via our website. We can ship globally 
and always have experts on hand to be able to 

offer a seamless service every time.

Henshaw 
Thank you,

Raised profile - Black Raised Profile - Light grey 
H9040037

Big ‘ D’ profile - Black Big ‘ D’  Profile - Light grey 

H9040025

H9040004H9040027

Low profile rubbing strake, with a slightly curved 
surface to give added protection to tubes to reduce 
damage and impact.

Low profile rubbing strake, with a slightly curved 
surface to give added protection to tubes to reduce 
damage and impact.

Heavy duty rubbing strake use to protect tubes 
from damage and impact. Offers maximum 
protection to any craft. 

Heavy duty rubbing strake used to protect tubes 
from damage and impact. Offers maximum protect 
to any craft. 

RUBSTRAKE PROFILES



 Teardrop profile - Black Teardrop profile - Light grey 
H9040002

Flat profile - Black Flat Profile - Light grey 

H9040001

H9040035H9040033

Commonly referred to as a shark fin shape, this rub 
strake provides good protection and maintains a 
sleek appearance.

A low profile rub strake with five shallow ridges used 
to protect tubes from damage, impact and abrasion. 

Commonly referred to as a shark fin shape, this rub 
strake provides good protection and maintains a 
sleek appearance.

A low profile rub strake with five shallow ridges used 
to protect tubes from damage, impact and abrasion. 

RUBSTRAKE PROFILES

Small double ‘D’ profile - BlackSmall ‘D’ profile - Black
H9040031H9040029

Low profile rubbing strake, with a slightly curved 
surface to give added protection to tubes to reduce 
damage and impact.

Low profile rubbing strake, with a slightly curved 
surface to give added protection to tubes to reduce 
damage and impact.



Millennium cleat handle -  Dark Grey Millennium cleat handle - Light grey 
H9060003H9040044

A millennium cleat handle is a stylish, modern and 
functional handle, which can be attached to tubes 
to provide a good hand hold as well as a point to 
secure rope.

Oval Handle - Light grey Millennium cleat handle- Black 
H9040048H9040042

Small rubber handle, neatly designed for a subtle 
finish. Most commonly seen on leisure boats.

RUBBER MOULDINGS 

A millennium cleat handle is a stylish, modern and 
functional handle, which can be attached to tubes 
to provide a good hand hold as well as a point to 
secure rope.

A millennium cleat handle is a stylish, modern and 
functional handle, which can be attached to tubes 
to provide a good hand hold as well as a point to 
secure rope.

Oval handle - Black Oval handle - Dark grey 
H9040043H9040047

Small rubber handle, neatly designed for a subtle 
finish. Most commonly seen on leisure boats.

Small rubber handle, neatly designed for a subtle 
finish. Most commonly seen on leisure boats.

MOD Strap handle 

Small rubber handle, neatly designed for a subtle 
finish. Most commonly seen on leisure boats. Hand 
made in any colour of your choosing.

H802000(X)



VALVES

 D7 Inflaion/Deflation Valve - GreyD7 Inflation/Deflation Valve - Black
H9010045

C7 Inflation/Deflation Valve - GreyC7 Inflation/Deflation Valve - Black 

H9010049

H9010055H9010056

The D7 Valve has improved inflation/deflation speed 
compared to the C7. It has an improved clamping 
method, with an ‘O’ ring seal added.

The C7 valve has become the favourite inflatable 
boat valve for use in demanding applications such 
as Military and Commercial RIBs.

The D7 Valve has improved inflation/deflation speed 
compared to the C7. It has an improved clamping 
method, with an ‘O’ ring seal added.

The C7 valve has become the favourite inflatable 
boat valve for use in demanding applications such 
as Military and Commercial RIBs.

A6 PRV - GreyA6 PRV - Black

A9 PRV  

The A6 Pressure Relief Valve has become a firm fa-
vourite with many manufacturers of leisure liferafts, 
RIBs and river rafts around the world.

The A9 is a compact and robust Pressure Relief 
Valve perfect for uses where reliability and smaller 
size are critical.

PRV valves are ideal for any use where compact 
and reliable valves are critical, for example, on com-
mercial & military inflatable boats. 

Available in multiple PSI Available in multiple PSI

Available in 10 15 20 PSI 



ACCESSORIES

Webbing loop patchD-ring fabric patch

Rope-go - Grey Rope-go - Black

Customisable to colour and size

H9040057H9040019

Made to any size and colour a d ring patch can be a 
stylish addition to your product. 

A stylish way of adding rope into your tube design. 

Made to any size and colour a webbing loop patch 
can be a stylish addition to your product. 

A stylish way of adding rope into your tube design. 

Customisable to colour and size

Jamming bow cleat roller

12mm 3 strand polyester rope-
black

12mm 3 strand polyester rope-
white 

H9040049

H9050010H9050008

Easy to install and convenient to use. Made from a 
strong and durable material for longevity. 

A classic 3-Strand construction rope, which is easy 
to splice. Is often a popular mooring rope option, 
with its classic look and expceptional performance.

A classic 3-Strand construction rope, which is easy 
to splice. Is often a popular mooring rope option, 
with its classic look and expceptional performance.



Black Grey White 

Black Light grey  

Brown    

Coruba diamond

Dimple 

H9020014
£154 + VAT 

PRICE PER METRE 

H9020013
£154 + VAT 

PRICE PER METRE  

Available upon request 
£154 +VAT

 
PRICE PER METRE

H9020017
£154 + VAT 

PRICE PER METRE  

H9020038
£154 + VAT 

PRICE PER METRE  

Available upon request
£154 + VAT 

PRICE PER METRE  
 

Coruba  is a high quality, virtually non-slip rubber matting, which is available in multiple 
colours. It has a unique and attractive ‘Rhombus’ (diamond pattern), each diamond having a 
slip resistant embossed pattern on the surface.

This non-slip matting style provides excellent grip with keeping a low extrusion profile. A very 
flexible and lightweight material which can easily be applied over any of our Hypalon. 

HEAVY DUTY WEAR 
PATCHES

OUR FABRIC RANGE

Henshaw Inflatables collaborates with esteemed 
global partners, ensuring access to premium materials 
and components for our products. Among our 
valued fabric suppliers, Orca Pennel & Flipo stands 
out, contributing top-tier Hypalon that graces all our 
products. The Hypalon comes in an extensive array of 
colours, allowing you to tailor your selection to meet 
specific requirements. Our Hypalon is predominantly 
available in 866 (1500gsm) or 828 (1300gsm), and 
custom thicknesses can be accommodated upon 

request.

Additionally, we present a diverse selection of non-slip 
fabrics designed for leisure, commercial, and military 
vessels, offering enhanced traction where needed. 
These non-slip options prove instrumental in extending 
the longevity of your products, particularly in scenarios 

of intensive use. 

Henshaw 
Thank you,



Black Military grey Neptune grey   

Anthracite grey  Etna red  Artic grey Ivory

Cappuccino Off white

CARBON IMPRESSION

PERLAGE

All prices listed are PRICE PER METRE 

866 185 - H9020132
£154 +VAT

 

866 184 - H9020128
£154 + VAT 

  

Available upon request 
£154 + VAT 

  

Available upon request
£154 + VAT 

  

866 282 - H9020141
£154 +VAT

 

866 283 - H9020089
£154 + VAT 

  

866 280 - H9020088
£154 + VAT 

  

866 330 - H9020139
£154 + VAT 

  

866 285 - H9020123
£154 + VAT 

  

Military grey  
866 253 - H9020202

£154 + VAT 

  

ORCA HYPALON

Black Anthracite grey Military grey   

Ocean Blue  Army green

FABRIC IMPRESSION

866 406 - H9020137
£127 + VAT

Avalible upon request
  £98 + VAT 

866 413 - H9020116
£127 + VAT

828 303- H9020064
  £98 + VAT 

866 400 - H9020071
£127 + VAT

828 300 - H9020068
  £98 + VAT 

866 200 - H9020087
£127 + VAT

828 500 - H9020067
  £98 + VAT 

866 412 - H9020046
£127 + VAT

828 302 - H9020062
  £98 + VAT 



Off white Cream white 

Sandy brown

Ivory

Yellow colorado Yellow sunflower 

Orange sylvano Red etna Burgandy

866 808 - H9020127
£127 +VAT

828 819 - H9020082
£98+ VAT 

866 131 - H9020043
£127 +VAT

828 133 - H9020079
£98+ VAT 

866 246 - H9020160
£127 +VAT

828 863 - H9020078
£98 + VAT 

866  809 - H9020098
£127 +VAT

828 862- H9020058
£98+ VAT 

866  818- H9020097
£127 +VAT

828 621 - H9020053
£98 + VAT 

866 871 - H9020083
£127 +VAT

828 139 - H9020066
£98 + VAT 

  

866 734 - H9020086
£127 +VAT

828 138 - H9020080
£98 + VAT 

866 723 - H9020065 
£127 +VAT

828 674 - H9020048
£98 + VAT 

Black Anthracite grey  Military grey
866 686 - H9020063

£127 +VAT
828 653 - H9020051

£98 + VAT 

866 - Available upon request
£127 +VAT

828 - Available upon request
£98 + VAT 

866 709 - H9020061
£127 +VAT

828 140 - H9020050
£98 + VAT 

SMOOTH

Cappuccino

Ocean blue

Blue delphe

Alphin blue Ibiza blue 

Caraibe green Italia green Army green

Dark blue 
828 737 - H9020047

£98 + VAT 

  

866 875 - H9020075
£127 +VAT

828 227 - H9020074
£98 + VAT 

828 173 - H9020182
£98 + VAT 

  

828 804 - H9020056
£98 + VAT 

  

866 704 - H9020077
£127 +VAT

828 679 - H9020076
£98 + VAT 

866 869 - H9020102
£127 +VAT

828 717 - H9020055
£98 + VAT 

828 668 - H9020057
£98 + VAT 

  

866 733 - H9020073 
£127 +VAT

828 187 - H9020072
£98 + VAT 

828 850 - H9020081
£98 + VAT 

  

Neptune grey Arctic grey Ice white 
866 868 - H9020069

£127+VAT
828 770- H9020052

£98 + VAT 

866 865 - H9020070
£127 +VAT

828 861 - H9020054
£98 + VAT 

866 703 - H9020085
£127 +VAT

828 634 - H9020084
£98 + VAT 



YOUR ADVENTURE, OUR EXPERTISE


